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Abstract: We experimentally demonstrate temporal imaging of incoherent-light intensity
waveforms using a combination of a temporal gating process and a time lens. This de-
sign allows one to set the system temporal field of view and resolution in an independent
fashion, thus overcoming the intrinsic time–bandwidth product tradeoff of previous
incoherent-light schemes based on the temporal pinhole camera concept. In a proof-of-
concept experiment, we report incoherent-light temporal compression of intensity wave-
forms by a factor of 2.86, with a time–bandwidth product exceeding 300, i.e., resolution of
∼26 ps (approximately fourfold improvement over the corresponding pinhole-only design)
along a temporal field of view of ∼8 ns, using a basic linear-optics setup.

Index Terms: Microwave photonics signal processing, imaging systems, incoherent
sources, ultrafast measurements.

1. Introduction
Temporally incoherent light is intrinsically broadband and relatively easier to produce over large
frequency bandwidths than its coherent counterpart (ultrashort optical pulses). As such, there is
an increasing interest on the implementation of optical processing of high-speed time-domain
signals using partially coherent or incoherent light waves [1]–[9], instead of the more conven-
tional use of pulsed laser sources. Demonstrated functionalities using incoherent-light process-
ing include arbitrary optical waveform generation [4], [5], ultrahigh dispersion of broadband
radio-frequency (RF) signals [6], photonic temporal differentiation [7] and integration [8], etc.

On the other hand, temporal optical imaging is an important, general signal-processing con-
cept, which can be used to enhance the time-bandwidth performance of systems devoted to the
generation or measurement of high-frequency electronic and RF signals [10]–[12], or ultrafast
optical information [13]–[20]. Recently, temporal imaging of incoherent-light waveforms has
been demonstrated using a time-domain equivalent of a spatial pinhole camera [9]. The demon-
strated scheme involves a combination of dispersion and temporal gating with a short pulse
waveform (temporal pinhole [15]), and it has been shown to be particularly interesting to process
RF waveforms over long temporal field of views, well into the nanosecond range [9]. Contrary to
previous designs for imaging temporal RF waveforms [11], [12], the incoherent-light scheme
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avoids the need for broadband pulsed laser sources [9]. However, as a critical practical limita-
tion, the temporal pinhole camera exhibits a relatively poor resolution: well below the capabili-
ties of previously reported time-lens systems [10]–[20]. Notice that resolutions have been
achieved approaching 2 ps using linear time lenses based on electro-optics phase modulation
[17]. The resolution constraint in a pinhole camera is associated with the fact that a shorter pin-
hole is needed for improved resolution, imposing challenging requirements on the temporal gat-
ing process. Notice also that the optimal pinhole duration depends on the dispersion values
used in the system. Thus, additionally, the pinhole scheme exhibits an intrinsic design trade-off
between the system's temporal field of view and resolution; a larger temporal field of view is
achieved when the input dispersion is increased but this in turn deteriorates the system tempo-
ral resolution [9].

In the spatial-domain problem, it is well known that the use of a lens can improve the perfor-
mance of the imaging system, particularly in terms of spatial resolution [21]. The same should
be expected in regards to the time-domain problem. However, to the best of our knowledge, no
temporal imaging system using a time lens has been previously demonstrated on incoherent-
light waveforms. In this paper, we study and experimentally demonstrate a design for temporal
imaging of incoherent-light intensity waveforms based on a gated time lens. The demonstrated
scheme involves the use of a temporal pinhole coupled to a time lens process. Our work proves
that this design combines the advantages of conventional temporal imaging based on time lens
(high resolution) and incoherent-light temporal imaging based on a temporal pinhole (large tem-
poral field of view). In particular, in the demonstrated design, the temporal resolution can be im-
proved by increasing the temporal aperture of the time-lens process, i.e., duration of the
preceding pinhole, without affecting the temporal field of view, which in turn depends on the
product of the frequency bandwidth of the incoherent-light source and the input dispersion. We
report here temporal imaging of incoherent-light intensity waveforms with a time-bandwidth
product (TBP) exceeding 300, practically limited by our available linear-optics time-lens technol-
ogy. Recall that the TBP, or number of processing points, is a widely used figure of merit for a
temporal imaging system, and it is defined as the ratio between the system temporal field of
view and its temporal resolution [20]. The demonstrated scheme should be particularly useful
for generation, measurement and processing of high-speed intensity waveforms (e.g., RF sig-
nals) over long temporal windows.

2. Principle of Operation
An interesting observation is that the proposed scheme for incoherent-light temporal imaging
can be interpreted as the time-domain equivalent of a human-eye imaging system. The latest is
in fact an optimized design for imaging objects under incoherent light-wave illumination. To fol-
low up with this equivalence, Fig. 1(a) illustrates the scheme of a human-eye optical-imaging
system, which consists of a pupil and a crystalline lens. The pupil and the crystalline lens oper-
ate as a spatial pinhole and a spatial thin lens, respectively. The studied scheme for incoherent-
light temporal imaging is shown in Fig. 1(b), where the dispersion, temporal pinhole and time
lens are temporal equivalents of the diffraction process, pupil (spatial pinhole) and crystalline
lens (spatial thin lens), respectively. In relation to Fig. 1(b) and (c), light from a broadband, tem-
porally incoherent optical source is modulated in intensity by the input signal to be processed.
The modulated light first propagates through a dispersive line, which provides a predominantly
linear group-delay variation, with a slope €�ln, over the entire optical bandwidth. This is followed
by temporal intensity modulation with a short pulse waveform, implementing the temporal pin-
hole. Subsequently, the modulated light is sent through a time lens, which imparts a quadratic
phase across the temporal signal. Notice that the pinhole duration determines the time-lens
aperture, or time span over which the phase modulation is imposed along the dispersed input
waveform. The resulting light wave is finally dispersed through a second dispersive line, char-
acterized by a linear group-delay with a slope €�Out. As discussed below, the averaged optical
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intensity at the system output is a temporally scaled (magnified or compressed) image of the
input intensity waveform, where the ratio between the output and input temporal scales, that
is, the so-called temporal magnification factor, is given by M ¼ �€�Out=€�ln. “Averaged intensity”
here refers to the averaging of the output intensity profiles for many different realizations of
the same process.

Assuming a white-noise incoherent light source, the described scheme is linear in regards to
averaged temporal intensity profiles [1], [22]. Under this assumption, the impulse response func-
tion of the considered incoherent-light temporal-imaging process can be obtained by squaring
the magnitude of the field impulse response of the corresponding coherent system. In particular,
we further assume that the well-known imaging condition is satisfied:

1
€�ln

þ 1
€�Out

¼ 1
€�TL;f

(1)

where €�TL;f represents the focal group-delay dispersion of the time lens, i.e., the temporal qua-
dratic phase introduced by the time lens is ’TLð�Þ ¼ ��2=ð2€�TL;f Þ. In this case, it can be shown
that the temporal impulse response of the proposed scheme under study performs the following
operation:

IOutð�Þh i / Iln �
€�ln

€�Out
�

� �
�~IPinhole

1
€�Out

�

� �
(2)

where hIOutð�Þi holds for the averaged temporal intensity profile at the system output, ⊗ is for
convolution, Ilnð�Þ is the temporal intensity profile of the input waveform, and ~IPinholeð!Þ repre-
sents the Fourier transform of the temporal intensity profile of the temporal pinhole.

As shown by (2), the temporal intensity profile of the output waveform is, on average, a scaled
(magnified or compressed) image of the input intensity waveform, with the anticipated

Fig. 1. Space–time equivalence for the incoherent-light lens-based temporal imaging design.
(a) Imaging optics of a human eye system, based on spatial diffraction and a human eye, which
consists of a pupil and a crystalline lens. (b) A lens-based temporal imaging system for incoher-
ent light waves, which can be interpreted as a temporal counterpart of the human eye system.
The dispersion, temporal pinhole, and time lens are temporal equivalents of the diffraction, pupil
(spatial pinhole), and crystalline lens (spatial thin lens), respectively. (c) Block-diagram scheme of
the time-lens-based temporal imaging system for incoherent-light waveforms.
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magnification factor of M ¼ �€�Out=€�ln. The output temporal resolution of the system can be esti-
mated as the intensity full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ~IPinholeð�=€�OutÞ, namely

��Out �
4 ln 2j€�Outj
� �

�TP
(3)

where �TP is the intensity FWHM of the temporal pinhole, assuming that the temporal pinhole
has a Gaussian-like profile. Notice that this resolution is estimated under the assumption that
the required quadratic phase modulation (time lens) can be induced over the entire temporal
width of the pinhole, so that as mentioned above, the lens aperture is determined by the pin-
hole duration. The definition of resolution in (3) is the same as that for a conventional coher-
ent temporal imaging system based on a time-lens process, essentially related to the
frequency bandwidth swept by the time lens chirp along its time aperture [14], [23]. Fig. 2(a)
shows the numerically simulated output temporal resolution of an incoherent-light temporal
compression system (circles), assuming that the temporal pinhole has a Gaussian profile, the in-
put dispersion is 1981 ps/nm, the output dispersion is −692 ps/nm, and the focal group-delay
dispersion of the time lens is −1063.5 ps/nm (experimental specifications). In the numerical sim-
ulation, the output temporal resolution is estimated as the intensity FWHM of the time-domain
impulse response, namely the time-domain pulse waveform at the system output when an ideal
temporal impulse is launched at the system input. As shown in Fig. 2, there is an excellent
agreement between the theoretical estimation [solid line, calculated based on (3)] and the re-
sults obtained by numerical simulations (circles). In addition, the numerically simulated temporal
resolution for the proposed temporal imaging system with a rectangular temporal pinhole
(squares) is also shown in Fig. 2. As predicted by (3), the temporal resolution can be made arbi-
trarily high simply by increasing the temporal pinhole duration, or the related time-lens band-
width. This should be contrasted with the performance of a conventional temporal pinhole
camera, where the resolution is optimized only for a very precise value of the pinhole duration
�TPO, depending on the used dispersion values [9], [15], as shown in the inset plot of Fig. 2.
Notice also that the temporal resolutions of these two systems are nearly the same when the
temporal pinhole duration (lens aperture) is sufficiently short, i.e. � �TPO.

On the other hand, in a practical setup, the uniform (infinite-bandwidth) energy spectrum of
the ideal white-noise light source is emulated over a limited frequency bandwidth, and this im-
poses a restriction on the system temporal field of view. As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), to ensure that
some energy of the dispersed light pulse can pass through the pinhole, the input impulse must
be within a certain time window, i.e., TA � 2�j€�inj�fOpt, where �fOpt is the full-width optical
bandwidth of the incoherent light source. The temporal field of view is the same as that of a con-
ventional temporal pinhole camera [9], [15]. As anticipated, the temporal resolution can be

Fig. 2. Temporal resolution of an incoherent-light temporal imaging system based on a gated time
lens. The inset plot shows the temporal resolution of a corresponding temporal pinhole system,
which has the same configuration except that the time lens is removed [9].
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improved by increasing the lens aperture, i.e., pinhole duration, without affecting the temporal
field of view.

3. Experimental Results
Fig. 3(a) shows the proof-of-concept experimental configuration and results for incoherent-light
temporal compression of intensity (RF) signals based on the proposed temporal imaging

Fig. 3. Experimental setup results for the reported proof-of-concept experiments of an incoherent-
light temporal imaging (compression) system based on a gated time lens. (a) Experimental configu-
ration. (b) Spectrum of the broadband incoherent light source. (c) Input optical temporal waveform.
(d) Optical output from the temporal pinhole. (e) Measured electronic drive (solid black) for phase
modulation, compared with the theoretical profile (dashed gray). (f) Temporal intensity profile (solid
black) of the output image compared with the scaled input temporal waveform (dashed blue), where
the scaling between input time and output time is 2.86. All profiles in (c)–(f) are measured using a
sampling oscilloscope and averaged 256 times. (g) Temporal intensity profile of the output image
without averaging, which is measured by a real-time oscilloscope.
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scheme. Broadband incoherent light with a nearly uniform spectrum [∼11.6 nm bandwidth and
centered at a wavelength of 1549.9 nm, as shown in Fig. 3(b)] is first generated by spectrally
filtering the optical radiation from a superluminescent diode followed by amplification with a
semiconductor optical amplifier. The input incoherent optical signal to be imaged is obtained by
intensity modulation of the incoherent light with the RF waveform under analysis using a 40-GHz
electro-optic intensity modulator. The RF waveform is generated by a 12-Gsamples/s electronic
arbitrary waveform generator and then amplified by a 12-GHz electronic amplifier. Fig. 3(c)
shows an example of input temporal waveform, which is a periodic two-pulse sequence of
Gaussian-like pulses. The two different consecutive pulses have FWHM of 214.7 ps and
108.8 ps, respectively, and their time separation is 1.17 ns. The modulated light is sent through
the input dispersive line ðdispersion � 1981 ps/nmÞ, and the time-domain pinhole, which is real-
ized by another 40-GHz electro-optic intensity modulator driven by an electronic pulsed wave-
form, which is generated by the same arbitrary waveform generator and subsequently amplified
by a 12.5-GHz electronic amplifier. Fig. 3(d) shows the measured averaged output of the tempo-
ral pinhole, which has a nearly Gaussian-like shape with an intensity FWHM of ∼161 ps. As
shown by Fig. 2, the temporal pinhole duration should be at least larger than �TPO, which is
61.6 ps for this particular setup so that the temporal resolution can be improved by the pro-
posed temporal imaging system. After the temporal pinhole, the light is sent through an electro-
optic phase modulator ðV� � 3:9 VÞ, which implements a time lens. The measured temporal
waveform (solid black) of the electronic drive for the phase modulator is shown in Fig. 3(e),
approaching the theoretical quadratic profile [dashed gray, calculated by (1)]. Finally, the
modulated light is sent through the output dispersive line (dispersion ≈−692 ps/nm), and it is
subsequently measured with a 45-GHz photo-detector attached to a 70-GHz sampling oscil-
loscope and a 28-GHz real-time oscilloscope. As shown in Fig. 3(e), the averaged output in-
tensity waveform is a compressed temporal image of the input intensity waveform, with the
expected compression factor of C ¼ 1=M � 2:86, along the 8-ns (23-ns) output (input) tem-
poral field of view. Fig. 3(g) shows the temporal intensity profile of the output image without
averaging.

To demonstrate the resolution improvement provided by the proposed temporal imaging
system, Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the system's output image (thin solid black) with the
output image from a temporal-pinhole-based system, not including the time lens (thick solid
red). The temporal-pinhole-based system has the same configuration as the lens-based tempo-
ral imaging system shown in Fig. 3(a), except that the phase modulator is removed [9]. As shown

Fig. 4. Comparison of temporal-imaging results using the time-lens-based temporal imaging system
(thin solid black) and a conventional temporal pinhole system (thick solid red) with the same specifi-
cations. (a) Temporal intensity profile of the output image compared with the scaled input temporal
waveform (dashed blue), where the scaling between input time and output time is 2.86. (b) shows a
closer view of (a).
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in Fig. 4(a), the lens-based temporal imaging system has the same temporal field of view as the
pinhole-only system. However, the output image of the lens-based temporal imaging system ex-
hibits a better agreement with the scaled input temporal waveform (dashed blue), as evidenced
by the zoomed plot in Fig. 4(b). Recall again that the input waveform is a periodic two-pulse
sequence of Gaussian-like pulses, represented in the plots with a dashed blue curve. In the
output, the averaged intensity FWHM of the shortest pulses for the lens-based temporal imag-
ing system and the pinhole-only system are, respectively, 46 ps and 103 ps, which, when com-
pared with the scaled input FWHM of 38 ps, gives output resolutions of

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
462 � 382

p
� 25:9 ps

and
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1032 � 382

p
� 95:7 ps, respectively [9], [18]. Even if the temporal pinhole duration would

have been optimized for higher resolution, i.e., �TPO � 61:6 ps, the theoretically expected reso-
lution (∼56.44 ps) would still be poorer than the one reported here for the time-lens based
scheme. However, in practice, the generation of the temporal pinhole duration with such a small
time width, an arbitrary waveform generator with larger bandwidth will be required. Additionally,
more energy will be filtered output when a narrower temporal pinhole is used. Notice that the
temporal resolution of the demonstrated time-lens imaging system is slightly higher than the the-
oretical resolution of ∼15.2 ps, which may be mainly attributed to the deviation of the temporal
phase modulation drive with respect to the ideal quadratic profile, as shown in Fig. 3(e). In addi-
tion, the limited bandwidth (∼45 GHz) of the photo-detector also slightly contributes to the devia-
tion. Based on the given estimates, a TBP of 308.9 is experimentally obtained.

Finally, it is important to note that the achieved resolution was ultimately limited by the spe-
cific electro-optic time lens used in our experiment. As shown in Fig. 3(e), the phase modulation
amplitude implemented in our experiment is only �1:08�; this could be improved to �10� using
readily available electro-optic phase modulators, or even further to > 100� by use of non-linear
parametric time lenses [16], [18], leading to proportional improvements in the system temporal
resolution.

4. Conclusion
In summary, we have proposed and demonstrated temporal imaging of incoherent-light intensity
waveforms based on a temporally gated time-lens process. Experimental proof-of-concept ex-
periments using a basic linear-optics configuration have shown a ∼4-fold improvement in tempo-
ral resolution over the equivalent temporal pinhole system, without affecting the intrinsic large
aperture of the system. Further improvements should be readily possible by simply optimizing
the time-lens process.
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